This paper reports the submitted discourse relation classification systems of the language information processing group of Beijing Institute of Technology (BIT) to the CoNLL-2016 shared task. In this work, discriminative methods were employed according to the different characteristics of English and Chinese discourse structures. Additionally, distributed representations were introduced to catch the deep semantic relations. Experiments shows their effectiveness on both English and Chinese tasks.
Introduction
In natural language processing (NLP), discourse parsing is the process of understanding the internal structure of a text and identifying the discourse relations in between its text unites (Lin et al., 2014) . It is a recognized challenging task since deep semantic understanding and discourse wide global information even world knowledge are essential to achieve well acceptable solutions. According to alternative discourse structure theoretical frameworks, RST-DT Corpus (Carlson et al., 2003) provides the possibility of data-driven modeling for complete tree structure while PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008 ) offers a framework to predicting shallow discourse structures statistically in a "predicate-argument" style. Compared with RST-DT, PDTB is larger, so it draws more attentions in these years to support discourse parsing model verification.
In this situation, CoNLL launched Shallow Discourse Parsing Shared Task in the year 2015 1 and called for PDTB-styled individual discourse relations that are presented in a free text under an end-to-end paradigm (Xue et al., 2015) . According to the annotation framework of PDTB, relations held between arguments can be either 1 http://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/conll15st/ explicit or non-explicit. Non-explicit relations are further divided into implicit, EntRel and AltLex ones (Prasad et al., 2008) . In CoNLL-2015 Shared Task, the PDTB senses were regularized into more reasonable 15 categories to facilitate machine learning (Xue et al., 2015) . Participants were required to run their systems on a web-based evaluation platform and the systems should (1) locate the explicit discourse connectives (e.g., "because", "however") in the text, (2) identify the spans of text that serve as the two arguments for each discourse connective, and (3) predict the sense of the discourse relations (e.g., "Cause", "Condition", "Contrast"). This is the 2nd edition of the CoNLL Shared Task on Shallow Discourse Parsing this year. Besides the English PDTB-styled end-to-end paradigm, PDTB-styled Chinese end-to-end parsing is also involved (Xue et al., 2016) . It is attributed to the annotation of discourse structures in Chinese texts, a PDTB-styled Chinese discourse Treebank (CDTB) (Zhou and Xue, 2012) . Based on the adapted PDTB annotation scheme, discourse structures in CDTB own the same "predicate-argument" pattern and similar sense hierarchy.
The same as English discourse parsing, the CDTB sense in CoNLL-2016 Shared Task is also transferred. 8 categories for explicit and non-explicit relations are refactored: "Causation", "Conditional", "Conjunction", "Contrast", "Expansion", "Purpose", "Temporal" and "Progression".
In addition to the Chinese discourse parsing, CoNLL-2016 Shared Task also allows participants to do the supplementary task which is sense classification using gold standard argument pairs both in English and Chinese. It is proved that implicit sense discrimination is the most difficult subtask in discourse parsing, not only as an individual task but also as a key component in pipeline end-to-end system (Hong et al., 2012; Lin et al., 2014) . Implicit discourse relation is also the most attended issue at the beginning of the release of PDTB (Pitler et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2010; Prasad et al., 2010) .
Due to the lack of effective structural semantic representation model, discourse relation sense disambiguation, which is a deep semantic analysis problem, is always conducted by modeling large scale shallow linguistic features. We can see that the named efficient features such as lexical and syntactic features (word co-occurrences, function words, phrase or dependency parses), partial shallow semantic features (co-reference patterns, semantic attribute of words, e.g., polarity) and a few dynamic features are adopted in existing works (Marcu and Echihabi, 2002; Pitler et al., 2008; Lin et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2010; Prasad et al., 2010; Feng and Hirst, 2012; Rutherford and Xue, 2014) . In response to the data scarcity problem, semi-supervised and unsupervised methods are explored for implicit relations inference in recent years (Hernault et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2012; Lan et al., 2013; Fisher and Simmons, 2015) . Experiments demonstrate that these kinds of methods can acquire more stable statistical distribution via large scale unlabeled corpus hence achieve higher classification accuracy.
In this Shared Task, we focus on the supplementary task and submit both the English and Chinese discourse relation sense classification systems. According to the different characteristics of English and Chinese discourse structures, we examine rule-based and statistical discriminative classification approaches, conventional and distributed semantic representation models, as well as the expressiveness of extra resources.
The organization of this work is as follows. Section 2 presents our explicit relation classifiers. Section 3 gives the description of the non-explicit relation classification models in our system. Section 4 reports the preliminary experimental results on the training and development dataset, and the final results on two test datasets. Conclusions are provided in Section 5.
Explicit Discourse Relation Sense Classification
The explicit discourse relation refers to the relationship between two elementary discourse units which are connected by a discourse connective. As pointed in (Dinesh et al., 2005) , the connective itself is a very good feature for sense discrimination, because only a few connectives are Table 2 : Distributions of the connectives and relation senses in the training set from CDTB ambiguous. In CDTB, this phenomenon is more common. Table 1 and Table 2 show the distributions of the connectives and the relation senses they acting in the PDTB training set and CDTB training set respectively. In training set extracted from PDTB, 30% connectives act as unique sense and these connectives appear 623 times totally in the set, which occupy only 3.4% in all of the tokens. Whereas, there are 64.9% connectives express unique sense in Chinese texts and their frequency achieves 2/3. On the whole, we can see that more than 92% connective tokens correspond to less than 3 relation senses in CDTB. On the contrary, nearly 85% connective tokens correspond to more than 3 relation senses in PDTB.
We further check the different senses' distribution of ambiguous connectives. There are 85% ambiguous connectives in Chinese texts tend to express one sense, and the reliability of this tendency is 90%. For example, the connective "不过" acts as two senses in the training set: "Contrast" and "Expansion". But the number of "Contrast" samples is 430 while "Expansion" appears only 10 times.
In a word, compared with English, Chinese connectives present less sense perplexity when forming the discourse structures.
Explicit Relation Classification for English
We employ a SVM classifier to predict the sense of connectives in English task. Following the work of Lin et al. (2014) , three features are introduced to train the classifier: the connective itself, its POS tag and the previous word. 
Explicit Relation Classification for Chinese
According to the analyses on the sense distribution of Chinese connectives, we prefer rule-based method to conduct explicit relation classification on CDTB.
We calculate the probability distribution of the discourse relation for each connective:
where num , is the number of connective acting as sense . Connectives are classified to the sense who has the maximum probability p | in the test set. It is safe in most cases because the majority of Chinese connectives tend to express unique relations sense. Table 3 shows a part of our connective-sense table.
As no extra resources were employed in above models, our explicit classification systems were conducted in the closed track.
Non-explicit Discourse Relation Sense Classification
The non-explicit discourse relation refers to the relationship expressed implicitly, lexicalized or entity-based inferred between abstract object units 2 . As a typical classification problem, we build a SVM classifier to predict the senses and put attentions on more efficient feature representations.
We employ three primary features which perform well in our preliminary study:
Polarity Tags: Polarity is always a useful feature when processing semantic problems. We count the number of positive, negative and neutral words in the given abstract units (which are called Arg1 and Arg2 in the following) as an intuitional feature for non-explicit relation disambiguation. All of content words' polarity is 2 Because the EntRel and AltLex relations are incorporated into the implicit ones to induce an integrated disambiguation, we call all of them "implicit relations" in the following sections for simplicity.
derived from Multi-perspective Question Answering Opinion Corpus (Wilson et al., 2005) in English, and HowNet 3 in Chinese. Inquirer Tags: Verb is one of the most important components bearing the semantic information of a sentence. The General Inquirer lexicon (Stone et al., 1966) provides semantic categories of verbs and we sum the Inquirer tags of verbs appeared in Arg1 and Arg2 of English sentences. We prefer the General Inquirer lexicon rather than the provided VerbNet because the former has much more information when dealing with synsets.
Word Pairs: Extracting words respectively from Arg1 and Arg2 has been proved to be helpful for implicit discourse relation prediction (Pitler et al., 2009 ). But there is still disagreement on the use of the function words. Due to probable data sparseness, we ignore all of function words in both arguments and focus on only content words in our systems. Also as a way to release the sparseness, we use information gain to reduce the dimension of word pairs and keep more discriminative ones.
Distributed Representation in Implicit Relation Classification
To enhance the semantically expressing power of lexical features, distributed representation is introduced into our implicit relation prediction in different ways. Simple Embedding: We generate embedding for each word pair by catenating the embedding of its member words one by one. The average of those word-pairs' embedding is brought to replace the one-hot representation of the word pair in the classification. Huffman Tree-based Prediction: As one of the significant optimization methods in word embedding, hierarchical softmax (Mikolov et al., 2013) predicts the most probable word to co-occur with the corresponding context. All words appeared in the training set are stored in a Huffman tree, organized by word frequency. The Huffman tree which is demonstrated to take efficiency and overfitting issue into account is expected to be a more advanced structure to incorporate distributed representations. Furthermore, the Huffman tree takes the prior probabilities of the connective candidates into account via locating them at the different positions (depths) in the tree. It is expected to achieve better performance than simple embedding and SVM The original objective function in Huffman tree prediction is to calculate words' probability when the corresponding context is given. We set the context as content word pairs extracted from the arguments, and all of implicit discourse connectives are going to be predicted. The prediction process is illustrated in Figure 1 .
In the Huffman Tree-based prediction, word pair vectors are summed to make context embedding. The posterior probability of each connective 4 predicted is put together to build a new feature for the SVM classifier.
We utilize a larger scale corpus "Central News Agency of Taiwan, English Service" 5 (CNA) to train the Huffman tree. All the explicit discourse relations are extracted from the corpus by pattern matching (Marcu and Echihabi, 2002) and the explicit connectives are dropped to make "pseudo-implicit" training samples.
Implicit Relation Classification models for English and Chinese
Including the conditional classification with one-hot representation, we build up three comparative models for English implicit relation task (Table 4 ) and two for Chinese task (Table 5) . Since the inconsistency between the distributions of the "pseudo-implicit" and real implicit 4 For the sparseness issue, implicit connectives which appear more than 1% of all the implicit relation instances are considered and the dimension of the feature vector is 19 in our model. instances is more serious in Chinese, Huffman Tree-based Prediction is not conducted for Chinese task.
As the sparseness of word pairs is more severe in Chinese situation, a strategy of Word Pairs Fuzzy Matching is proposed: Based on the word embedding library, some word similarity groups are formed to ensure that the majority of arguments to be disambiguated contain discriminative word pairs.
Experiments
The same as the CoNLL-2015's task, participants are required to deploy their systems on the provided platform instead of submitting the output. The organizer also offers potentially useful linguistic resources for the closed track. In this section, the experimental results are presented and the experimental analyses are induced. All the systems are evaluated on TIRA evaluation platform (Potthast et al., 2014) . Table 6 presents the English connective sense classification results conducted by SVM classifier. All the SVM classifiers utilized in our experiments were implemented by the LibSVM 6 . Unfortunately, we submitted a wrong edition of our system during the competition for technical reasons and the official outputs produced by this edition are also listed in Table 6 (System submitted).
Explicit Relation Classification Experiments
Sense classification results for Chinese connectives are displayed in 23.22 23.22 23.22 24.62 24.62 24.62 17.99 17.99 17.99 Table 9 Implicit relation sense classification results for Chinese. The system submitted is in italic.
son, we also conducted a typical SVM classifier in which two features are applied: the connective itself and its POS tag. Since the Chinese training data is much smaller and there are too many low-frequency connectives involved, only the connectives which appear more than 10 times are considered in the experiment. Because of the serious imbalance and small quantity of training samples, the SVM classifier gets a poor classification precisions. Whereas, the rule-based approach performs soundly and achieves acceptable results. It is simple, crude but practically effective in Chinese explicit relation classification.
Implicit Relation Classification Experiments
The implicit relation sense classification results for English and Chinese are listed in Table  8 and Table 9 respectively.
As we can see, although the overall performance of English system is not good enough, the results of Simple Embedding and Huffman Tree-based Prediction are always better than the One-Hot paradigm. The Huffman Tree Prediction outperforms the Simple Embedding slightly mainly because the training samples from CNA are seriously imbalance. A finer sifted corpus will be introduced in the future work to improve this work.
In Chinese experiments, the Simple Embedding with Word Pairs Fuzzy Matching gains significant improvement compared with the One-Hot paradigm, which means that the sparseness of word pairs is alleviated effectively.
Conclusion
In this paper we report our English and Chinese discourse relation classification systems which handle explicit and non-explicit relations separately. It is showed that the discourse devices usages and the patterns of the discourse organization are quite different from Chinese to English. Adaptations are required to access better performance when transfer typical methods designed for English to Chinese texts.
Implicit relation disambiguation is still the most challenge task in discourse analysis. Distributed representation is an effective manner to release the data sparseness and explores relatively deep semantics. However, delicate semantic models such as structural semantic models are still remain to be explored to capture the real deep semantics of the texts for more meaningful conclusions.
